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FALL INTO AUTUMN
From pick-your-own
pumpkins to hayrides,
Lohr's Farm provides
family fun for the
« Halloween season, p -
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Alumna Stevens addresses
political life after Madison
BY JOHN SUITER
(Mlnbtrting writ*

A

viser
to
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice.
Rather than discussing the current
state of foreign affairs in the United
States. Stevens described her career
and her life after JMU.
Freshman Josh Collins was impressed with Stevens' success.
"It was good to see how a graduate
came back to show advancement in her
career," he said.
When Stevens graduated JMU,
she began work on the Reagan/ Bush
campaign through a connection with
her father. After working as a receptionist, she was contacted by the
president's advance office in apply for
a job. She moved to the While House,
working as a trip planner for President Reagan.
Stevens than worked for Lirry King
and Wolf Blitzer of CNN as a chief political producer and h<x>kcr. She said
there were constantly breaking news
stories, including Monica Lewinsky
scandal, (M Simpson, Jean llonnel and
Sept. u.
Stevens said there was a hush
over the newsroom at CNN on 9/11
and that you could see the personal
burden of each person in the newsroom.
For the past two-and-half years she
has been working for Rice. In her current role, Stevens manages domestic
and international media reports for
Rice's official diplomatic events involving foreign ministers and heads of
state.
Sophomore Patrick Haggcrty said
thai tbaapeecfa was not really what he
was looking for hut the question ami
answei session brought out good information.
Since Stevens said she did not
think she was here to discuss U.S.
foreign policy, she did not answer
questions regarding this issue very
directly However. Sle\ens said that
changing the U.S. perception is a
long-term process thai does not have
any short-term solutions partly because the U.S. is currently involved
in a war. When asked a question
about ihe balance between "ihe right
to know" and keeping semi- StC
veils said she believes people have the
right to know.
When asked about bias in Ihe
media, she said thai she does not
work for CNN anymore so she can't
say exactly. However, she did say
thai when she worked for CNN, she
never fell like she was treated differently because she is a Republican. She said Blitzer and King were
always, in her opinion, very fair to
their guests.
Since Stevens received 1 Itaeh
elor of Arts degree in communication from JMU. she was able to
offer some advice to current JMU
students.
"(Jet as much experience as |>ossr
ble and meet as many different people
as possible," she said, "Any job I've ever
gotten, I have gotten through someone
I knew."
Senioi Claire Whit Icy said Ihe over
all presentation was good and thought
it appealed to the communication majors in the audience. However ihe a
petted the program to IK- more about
foreign policv.
Overall. Stevens said she has
learned to believe in something outside
herself.
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Brooks brings in bailor LEE BROOKS S
80es to...

J

New SGA president to be sworn in Tuesday

BY ASHLEY HOPKINS
news edito 1

Senior Lee Brooks, previously the
vice president of academic affairs,
received 2,^153 votes, winning with
50.876 ixTcent of the vote during the
runoff ejection for student Ixxly president Conqietitor Ilk Ohavatni. senator for the College of Math and Science, received 2.272 votes, or 49.124

percent of the vote.

Alumnn Pamela Stevetw never expected to be flying on Air Force One
with President Kenyan a year after
graduation.
"JMU gave me the foundation to
walk through any door that interested me
and it illlowed me
to
meet
every
challenge
presented," she
said.
A19B3
graduate,
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'It's I tee 11 one hell ol |
Brooks s. 1 i, I
The niuoll followed a previous
voting cycle in which the \11le had
been 49.H;vd percent 111' latWttnfl l.i
vor versus Brooks'49.100 (ten ent and
the rest went to write-in candidates,
[hiring the nitieiis no write ins were
allowed.
Brooks will ofheially be sworn in al
Tuesdays SGA meeting hut is ahead}
working to get the organization bat I
on track

Tirst on the agenda is to get the
organization on the same page." he
aajd "If we're not on the same page
we can't make progress."
Part of Ihe way Brooks hoi>es to
make progress is by getting the St'.A
working on a student published pamphlet called "So you think this is a
party school: 50 things to do at JMU
besides drinking and partying." one of
Ihe main platforms he ran on. Brooks
has started looking into grant funding for the pamphlet. which would lie
available to pros|>eeti\e students and
'Inn 1.1milies.
While (Ihavami may have lost the
election, he plans to continue working
within the SGA. He said that his loss
will ii< it keep Mm from working to u-tHupus.md dtt environment
I in still going to IN- working on
1 in points thai I wanted to and it m\
one wants to help, contact me." he
aajd 'If I dkln't think (these issues]
portant I wouldn't liave talked

about them
so much."
Ghavami also said that he was
impressed by the voter turnout as it
shows |-'op|e are taking a more active role in their government. While
he said he wished results ol the election were in his favor, he said he
thinks Brooks will do a great job as
president

' It Mist goes to show how there's |
<ii\ ide in Ihe campus," he said. The
campus could have went in a completely different direction, but they
decided to keep it simple. There's

uuTfwty

■atari*

nothing
wrong with that."
Students have had mixed reactions
regarding the outcome of the election.
"Ilk should have won," freshman
Tliomas Gran! said. "I liked his stances better."
Junior Kim Schaer thought Brooks
had a stronger platform and decided
to vote for him.
She said, "He just seemed like the
Ix-tter candidate."

{BORNE
STORES
JMU's ROTC program participated in
Field Training Exercises (FIX) this past
weekend. The U.S. Army took the group
on a 15 minute helicopter ride five miles
outside Harrisonburg to Frazier Farm,
where they completed their training.

(above) Ihe ROK group sits
through a safety doming
program from the flight crew
before boarding the helicopter.
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ONE Campaign involves JMU campus in hunger fight
Initiative aims to bring attention
to worldwide poverty, AIDS
BY CAROLINE COURMOYtR
Miff writer

llieONr. C.im|iiigii. rivaled In eliminate |«overty.
sparked tile ONK Canmua Challenge this fall to ivoiiiid
stiKlenLsacn^ the tuition ot the |H)Wt'rot tin A
CUirtnoY JMU la ranked 55 of the more than
1,300 participating schools

III < UDSattd in.ilaria. .iccording to Pigeon.

"All the proUerna are Intertwined and doeerj
linked hut I think povert> is the focal |>oinl from
winch the] all st.'to.' aha said
Currently, only a small portion of the federal
budget i>. apent on the Bght ifainat AIDS and poveft) Among donor nations, the tinted St.itescon
tributes one ol the lowest amounts, according to
the ONK Campaign.
T 1 ongresMucn were pressured to expand that

number to even two percent, h wouMmakeeoinuca
of a differenee," Pigeon said. "If more ix-oplc were

aware of it. more piuaaure would be put on our own

This is an opportunity foi college Mudenti bo
have 1 ait In what can be the Mfjeal contribution

go\ eminent, and things would Ivgin to happen."

ourgenciatmti inakrs." ONK Press Sci 1 eta r\ Kim
berh I adena said
Maisie Pigeon Is one of 11 atudent outreacb in
iiiiistoi ONI. in then.it ion she guides all colleges
from Washington, lu to Chariaaton, HA thai
want to create a ONE team
Thcgiui of) >M la to top extreme povertj so
peopi are not losing thcu trves,1 Pigeon said. "1
think that is absolutely |>ossiblc in our lifelirur to
accomplish," Pigeon aajd
TIK'CIOSX'.IIIIS ill it.Ill 10 . inIIliod.lt loiMh.lt llniSC
InpOVertyeUOWeeaiise the spread of d< idl\ diseases

l .in 1 aie under the impression that more than 15
percent oi the Mend budget toea towards foreign
.lid. ueniding hi ONE
"I'm not totally ahockad because of America s
obsession with the fa 1'I that we are the superior
countr) and only allocate moot) when it seems to
benefit us more than other countries." junior political science majui Lindsay Noth said.
In ordei to combat ibis discrepancy, the ONE
t '.itnpus Challenge consists ot three stages to bring
mention to poverty and AIDS worldwide
In the lust stage, schools .lie asked to com-

However, aurvejya bare revealed that Ameri-

plete challenges for points, like taking a picture of
vour school mascot with a ONE shirt on. recruiting
members to your university's team and creating a
ONE chapter at your college.
In January, stage two will commence as representatives from the top 100 schools will have
the opportunity to participate in a three-day conference in D.C.. During slage three, the top ten
schools will receive $1,000 grants to fund their
own poverty-fighting programs.
The ONK Campus Challenge is working to
bring attention lo the issues of poverty and AIDS
during the aooH presidential election.
"I don't think every individual is aware of the
power and intluence they have |in the United
States] ItecniiM' everyone has the same power
and intluence," Pigeon said. "But if someone goes
abroad they w ill realize, we are the voice of the future. It's quite true that if candidates were to bank
on the 18-24 (year old] block, it would absolutely
m.ike 1 difference in the elections."
Cadena said that college students must voice
their concern and aunpott fat others in need.
"College students have been involved with every great movement in American history," Cadena
said 'Students absolutely will be and can be the
force in the movement to make poverty history."
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Word from Ghana:
Women gain rights in domestic violence struggli
BY CAROLINE (OURNOYfR
stoH writer

In Ghana, four women were rcccnlly killed by
their husbands on the suspicion of infidelity.
Last Wednesday, University of Uhana
associate professor Akosua Adomako Ampofo
traveled across the Atlantic to speak to JMU
students and faculty about the domestic
violence bill passed in Ghana on Feb. 21.
2007. Under the bill, acts like these would no longer go
unpunished.
Ampofo, a Kulbright scholar, is the director of the
Gender Studies Program at the University of Ghana.
A 1997 study showed that one in three women in Ghana
has been abused or sexually harassed. More than 90 percent
of the perpetrators were men, and 95 percent of the victimizcrs were close relatives. Statistics show that instances of
domestic violence rose in Ghana from 1993 to 2003.
The study is forcing women's rights to be acknowledged,
an issue that has been largely ignored in Ghana.
The courts are very slow and domestic violence cases
do not receive much attention," Ampofo said. "In a society
where marriage is viewed as necessary and desirable, the
rights of husbands are superseding the rights of wives."
The process toward enacting a domestic violence bill
in Ghana began in 2000. The bill was intended to repeal
section 42G of the criminal code that stated that when a
husband and a wife get married they consent to anything to
uphold in that marriage, including violence.
"The bill sought to bring Ghana into compliance with a
number of provisions criminalizing various physical, sexual, economic and psychological acts of violence," she said.
lite bill includes protection orders for abused women,
widens the definition of a domestic relationship to nonfamily members and people not living together and lists
requirements for alternative dispute resolutions.
In 2004, the amount of activism against domestic
violence and for the reconstructive bill reached an all time

susu sotwiHiim/mfl pittyaW
hmiec Kale Kogge works as o phone operator for SafeRides on
Friday nigh)

SafeRides
drives 2,243
BY CAROLINE C0URN0YER
contributing wnttf

This weekend SafeRides gave its 2,243rd
ride home.
Sophomore Ciara Nelson said she was
impressed by SafeRides professionalism and
helpfulness.
"It is great for people who are cheap and
don't want to take a cab, now they can call
SafeRides," she said.
Executive Director Tamra Comwell said
that the amount of time the clients wait will
depend on the time of night they call.
"Usually about 15 minutes," she said.
"But during our busy hours, 12 to 2 a.m.,
it takes anywhere from 20 [minutes] to an
hour."
The phone operators notify callers, especially on busy nights, how long it will be until
their ride arrives. Junior Molly Mueller said, "it
didn't take too long."
Mueller said SafeRides may cut down on
drunk driving instances in the community.
"My experience was a positive one," Mueller
said. "The best thing about SafeRides is that it's
free and it feels s,.1<After a six year struggle to bring the organization to JMU, the 167 directors, team Intel
and general body members keep it running
through fundraising and advertising, Cornwell
said.
SafeRides Week was the first week of
October and began with "One Night, One Ride,
One life." an educational forum exposing common myths about alcohol and ended with the
"Mad Madison Run, Celebrating 100 Years oi
Fun" 5K. According to Comwell, SafeRides
brought in about S500.
Each week, insurance costs for both the
car and ils passengers total around $800.
Each vehicle costs, on average, $45 per week
depending on the type.
While it worked to become operational
for six years, the members of SafeRides did
enough fundraising to keep them financially comfortable for years to come. Its total
funds are around $20,000, which it expects
to stay at each year taking into account
expenses, fundraising and parent support.
Cornwell said.
The non-profit organization could not function without any of its general body members,
according to Cornwell.
"They basically are our backbone to the
organization," Cornwell said. They spread the
word about giving rides. Without them we
wouldn't really exist."
SafeRides is not only for people who
have been drinking. One of the most memorable experiences for Cornwell was picking
up the phone and hearing a girl hysterically
crying on the other end. She was neither
intoxicated nor in danger, but she had suffered from a bad date and was in dire need
of a ride home.
"SafeRides by far has the most energy and
spunk of any orgurintioo that 1 got involved
with," Cornwell said. "I think the people have
so much passion and heart lor the mission and
I think that's what drives us with being able to
run now."

high, according to Ampofo. Television, radio, newspapers
and documentaries all addressed the subject
"This bill underwent the most exhaustive scrutiny that in
my memory, we have had with any other bill," Ampofo said.
"The speed with which that bill passed despite Object is a clear example of the ways in which legislation can be
passed."
Students said that the passage of the law was a good
sign.
"It was very enlightening because you really don't hear
much about these issues around here," freshman Amanda
Reeves said. "I found it interesting that the men over thensee no problems with the way they treat their women, because
obviously over here, it is appalling."
Senior marketing major Justine Bui
said that the United States should
have been more involved with
^^efj
the topic but has hope for ^^k
tin' future.
"Given the awareness, I think college
students have the
capacity to elect
officials
who ,-i^
are more concerned with
humanitarian
and equality
issues worldwide,"
she
said.
According
to
Ampofo,
currently only
three
countries in Africa
- Mauritius, South
UtOSUA A00MAX0 AMT0F0
Africa and now
Ghana, have enacted
domestic violence laws.

"In a society where
marriage is viewed
as necessary and
desirable, the rights
of
are
the

rights of

Thi Mineral Museum, hosted by the Deportment ol Geology and Environmental Science, hod its grand opening Saturday morning in Memoriol HoH. The museum reunites over 550 crystal Old |
specimens from orovnd Ike world
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Launching a career
requires more than coursework
You need experience and contacts.

Washington Semester
can get you started.
Informational Meeting
Wednesday, October 17th in Moody 109
Early Application Deadline: November 15th

Check out
www.jmu.edu/polisci/washington.html
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House Editorials

Praise for Gore's
Nobel deeds

Breeze Perspectives | PWINAMAWTOVA,™.^,.,,,,,
Last Thursday, former
Vice President AI Gore was
named the laureate of the
2007 Nobel Peace Prize.
Some say Al Gore is undeserving of such a prestigious
award and has cheapened the
distinction of the Nobel Peace
Prize. But in fact, many political figures have been Nobel
Peace Prize Laureates for
their enduring efforts to end
oppressive opposing forces,
establish peaceful organizations that better the world
or tackle problems that we
collectively face.
Al Gore has been accused
of attempting to further a
personal agenda by his efforts
- including making the documentary film "An Inconvenient Truth" - to get his name
in the minds of the American
people as a presidential candidate for the 2008 elections.
However, Gore has denied
these claims, saying in an
interview with Grist magazine
that he feels "very strongly
that the climate crisis needs to
be redefined as a moral - not a
political issue."
Gore has committed the
majority of his political career
since 1976 to stopping global
warming and its adverse
environmental effects. He has
dedicated himself to mobilizing public opinion about
environmental issues, aiding

environmental activists in
their campaigns and urging
Washington to rethink environmental policy.
Once Bill Clinton's righthand man, Gore has been
placed in the same league
as Nelson Mandela, Martin
Luther King and Mother Teresa. Since the first prize was
awarded in 1901, the institutions that select the Nobel
Laureates have generally
picked winners who pioneer
efforts to address current and
globally pertinent issues.
In an interview with
Larry King, Gore said, "We
should feel a great sense of
urgency because it is the most
dangerous crisis we have ever
faced so far...I'm focused on
changing the minds of the
American people about the
climate crisis."
Gore has probably focused his pleas for Americans
to pay attention to global
warming because we are
the most environmentally
wasteful country in the world.
However, we wish that Gore
would broaden his endeavors
into other countries - particularly modernized nations
- and amplify his efforts on
a global scale. Only then will
every citizen of the world become aware of how imminent
our demise is if we don't address environmental issues.

Silent circumstances, public consequences
Last Wednesday, a 19-year-old former JMU student
charged with rape pleaded guilty to a reduced charge of
assault and battery, avoiding jail time.
Eric Paul Gustafson, who would have graduated in
2010. was charged with rape after an incident that allegedly occurred in his dorm room last November.
Gustafson said that the encounter was consensual.
While the woman admitted to being intoxicated, she
maintained that she only agreed to go to Gustafson "s
room and did not intend to engage in sexual activity.
The case is not an unfamiliar one: a woman accuses a
man of rape, a life-ruining charge if proven to be true, but
the details are all a little fuzzy. After she filed her report,
the woman received an inconclusive physical examination.
With alcohol in the mix, things got more complicated.
The woman said she was satisfied with the plea agreement, and Gustafson said in a Facebook message that he
had never been so sorry in his life.
Is intoxication an excuse? Certainly not. The reason rape
is vastly underreported is because of cases exactly like this.
The burden of pnx»f falls on the shoulders of the accuser, who

needs to have an incredible amount of evidence. Unfortunately, many cases come down to a he-said, she-said situation,
making it impossible to take one's word over another's.
Women should not be afraid to admit if a sexual situation gets out of hand. Agreeing to go upstairs does not
mean agreeing to have sex. Gustafson says he felt bad for
his actions, so it makes the woman seem cruel if she pursues the charges against him. But women should never
feel bad for reporting rape.
This is also the second case involving JMU students
this year. In August, a football player indicted on a felony
rape charge resolved his case without admitting guilt.
Rape is an incredibly serious charge, so where was the
response on campus? Most students have no idea about
either case - why is that? Several campus organizations
try to shed light on rape and assault, yet incidences often
go unspoken of. Rape cases are often hushed because of
the embarrassment that the victim and the accused feel.
However, cases about such a serious occurrences should
be vocalized to bring justice to the accused and to help
the victims cope and recover.

Submit Darts <v Pats online at thehreeze.org, or e-mail
submissions to breezedp@hotmail.com. Darts A Pats are
I iihniitwil mum \mousl\ and are printed on a spaceavailable basis. Submissions are based upon one
person's opinion of a given situation, person o
event, and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Afghanistan's adverse reaction
Film gets different reaction than novel,
release delayed and Afghans outraged
"The Kite Runner," a movie adaptabetween the families and the production of the 2003 New York Times besters. The children and their families
seller novel The Kite Runner by Khaled . are now declaring that they were not
Hosseini, due to open Nov. 2, is causing forewarned about the graphic and emomuch controversy as the life and welltional rape scene; however, the producbeing of the young star of the movie is
ers are firmly disagreeing.
threatened.
The fact of the matter is, regard"The Kite Runner" centers on the
less of the producers' lack of warning
conflict between two childhood friends
the families of such a scene, it was this
after an act of betrayal when one of
main event in the novel that acted as
the boys is brutally raped by a psychothe catalyst for the separation of the
logically-disturbed bully. The novel
boys and thus is extremely essential to
focuses on the theme of friendship and
the plot of the movie.
redemption as one of the characters
Furthermore, the scripts should
attempts to set things right.
have provided some insight for the acThe setting is stretched from the
tors of what the movie would present.
1970's pre-war
This act of denial
Kabul years to
is simply a de66
the era of the
fense mechanism
Taliban. As one of
from the Afghans'
As one of the most touching
the most touchthreatening and
ing and inspiring
negative feedand inspiring books written,
books written,
back.
The Kite Runner
The conThe
Kile
Runner
is
one
of
the
is one of the most
flict concerning
anticipated movmost anticipated movies
the rape scene
ies this fall.
represents a very
this fall.
However,
realistic issue
according to
,
not just within
-99
the New York
Afghanistan.
Times, due to
The brutal
the very graphic
rape does not
and controversial
in any means
rape scene of one of the boys, the movie degrade Afghanistan as a country or its
release date was delayed by six weeks.
religion. The movie is simply attempt'When contacted by the BBC, Ahmad ing to stay true to the novel.
Khan, who plays the young rape victim,
It is very suspicious to find that the
and his father, Ahmad Jaan Mahmidza- book itself was not as controversial as
da, voiced concerns toward the possibly the movie adaptation. The book, after
violent reaction in Afghanistan regardall, presented this particular scene first
ing the rape scene.
in 2003. Because the author comes
Mahmidzada said, "I'm worried
from Afghanistan that this novel reppeople from my tribe will turn against
resents, the credibility of the novel is
me, even cut my throat and kill me."
extremely high.
Fearing such reaction, the movie
The main conflict people have with
distributors are said to be evacuating
the movie seems to be that authentic
Khan and his family from the country
Afghan actors are hypothetically supto ensure their safety.
porting the idea of brutal rape, simply
According to the Times article.
by taking part in the movie production.
Paramount Vintage is arranging to
Also, the actors are being scrumove three actors' families, and has
tinized by their country because the
proposed to finance Khan's educamovie is supposedly diminishing
tion and provide employment to his
Afghanistan's image by presenting such
parents.
radical ideas, which is against the AfAlthough the producers of the film
ghan public's morality and religion. In
are being praised for using Afghan acthe end, a movie is just a movie.
tors, the film continues to he a hassle.
Parvina Mamatova is a freshman
Another conflict has arisen, this time
SMAD major.

Because I Said So I mmmMm,imimmM

Spoon feeding in the system
Students should not be spoiled, professors should not pamper like in high school

A "you-don't-know-what-a-chick-magnet-is" dart to the guy
who plays his guitar on his front porch all the time.
From a junior who notices the female residents aren't gravitating toward you - even when you play with your shirt off.
A "YOOOOOOU!-made-my-night" pat to the group of people
ontakda C'happelear Hall for giving an entertaining rendition of
( rank DatSoulja Boy" on Friday night.
from a sophomore who appreciated the laugh.
A "your-bike-is-too-small-for-the-space" dart to the person
who parked a bicycle in a parking spot near ISAT Friday morning.
From a disgruntled senior who wasn't afraid to pick up
your bike and move it so she could park her car before class.
A "damn-you-global-warming" dart to the weather for being ridiculously hot and then so cold that we had to cancel our
camping trip this past weekend.
From three super-seniors who were disappointed that they
couldn't camp from one of the last good weekends of the year.
A "let's-take-another-study-break!" pat to my fellow
procrastinator for waiting to study until the night before our
exam, then studying with me for four hours, even though we got
distracted for three of those hours.
From your study partner who loves our review sessions
and knows our jokes will always be funny even when we aren't
exhausted.
A"that s-worse-than-nails-on-a-chalkboard"' dart for whoever maintains the JMU public transit buses for neglecting to fix
the brake problems all of the buses seem to have.
From a halj-deaf sophomore who doesn't appreciate the
bus brakes screaming every time a driver stops.
A "kecping-the-faith" pat to the two older gentlemen outsi»l( nl Festival wh were giving out mini BflriM IB dMM who
would accept them.
From a junior who is glad to know there are people who
still have faith in the young college population.

It never ceases to amaze me how many college students missed
the maturity memo when they enrolled in higher education. The
jump from high school to college is supposed to signify the move
from youth into adulthood, but it seems many at JMU don't grasp
the distinction between the two educational system or the different abilities that are required of us when we reach college. Since
it seems many of us are still stuck in the world of high school, it
is only appropriate to review what kind of scholarship is expected
from college students.
A term we frequently used during our K-12 schooling was
"spoon-feeding." It basically implied that the teacher fed us exactly
what we needed to know to
pass state tests and little
brainpower was required on
our part. Often it referred to
those times the teacher would
hand out a review guide for a
test and the test would magically look exactly the same as
that review guide. Education
was as easy as memorizing a
few till- in -1 he-blink questions.
While spoon-feeding
wasn't the most beneficial
instructional method, none
of us could really blame our
loth-grade biology teacher
for making basic genetics
into a matter of memorizing
a study guide. After all, we
weren't choosing to learn the
material; the state mandated
that we did.
In college, however, students have made a conscious
effort to pay thousands of
dollars in tuition and enroll
in classes ranging from
managerial science to abnormal psychology. For the
most part, we get to select
the classes we take and even
with whom we take them. We
have chosen to be in charge
of our own education.
With that said, much
more is expected from college
students who choose to learn
than high school students
who attend school out of
fear of the consequences of
truancy. As college students,
we are supposed to be striving
for expertise in an area that
we, out of our own free will,
have chosen. Yet judging by
the behavior of many of my
fellow classmates, one would
think we were still in high

school, having class material crammed down our throats.
It never fails that the class period before a test, a student will
grill the professor about every aspect of the exam: How many
questions will there be? Will they be multiple-choice questions?
What about essays? How many paragraphs should the essays be?
Do they need a thesis sentence? What should we study? What material should we concentrate on? Should we only study last week's
notes? Do we need to know the material from week three?
Not only does that student ask the professor about a gazillion
questions, he inevitably grumbles when he gets a "C" on the test
because the professor didn't specifically say to study the material
on page 65. The student also
whines about the lack of a study
guide. Apparently he or she was
taking notes just for fun - because last time I checked, the
point of taking notes is fur the
express purpose of remembering
the information and using it for
studying purposes. Go figure!
There's nothing wrong
with inquiring about an exam.
Personally, I like to know if III
be expected to write an anaIvtua] essay or just fill in some
multiple-choice bubbles. But I
think it's ridiculous that college
students expect their professors — people with PhDs — to
make up high school-level study
guides when they just spent
the last eight weeks presenting
highly-researched lectures, or to
basically give away the test questions by describing the exact
material that will be tested.
If you really want to know the
specifics of a test, show up to take
it. I guarantee you'll find out.
There has to be a greater
level of persona) responsibility
from college students, especially since we have all made
the choice to delve into learning
at this institution. We shouldn't
complain when our professors refuse to spoon-feed us
information. Doing so would be
detrimental to us, because we
would learn nothing meaningful about analysis, study skills
or the subject we've chosen to
pursue.
If education is nothing but
stmlv guides for you, I hate to
burst your bubble, but we're not
in Kansas anymore.
Kathryn Manning is a senior
history and political science major.
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The Breeze advertising is hiring! Apply online at joblink.jmu.edu
Cold Study limn

Do you have Asthma?
Volunteers lagM If* to W year-, old) are needed
i tnd the comnon cold

The ultimate goal U 10 improve .iMhrru care
Screening will involve 1 outpatient visits To
qualify you must have astlmu and not smoke
Volunteer*, will he reimbursed $40 00 for etch
ICieenWg vtttt Based on the rcsuli-s. those who
enroll in a 7-week study about asthma

UNIVERSITY

WKMAIHXM

»

St TAVERN
Get the Boston flavor down south.

and the common cold with rcimhursemcnl
up lo i 1250 A ■♦-day holt I slay will he
required during the 7 week siudy

Every Tuesday...
Mention this ad & receive.

1/2 OFF ALL APPETIZERS
From 4 p.m. - Close with JAC card

UVA Asthma and Allergic
Diseases Cenier

III ■— Hl-H

Open Late for You!

IBB HSU .12656 and 13236

Mon - Hi u r-. until 12 a.m.
I ' i - Sat until 1 a.m.
Sun. until 11 p.m.

fc^VlRGINIA
■ I IEAI.TH SYSTEM

Boston Beanerv

www.uvatiinllh.com

Not valid wi,h

"^

olh

" Promo,ion-

1625 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
vili.ill.l»70 a

JAMESMCHONE JEWELRY
Will giveaway $100 CASH
to one lucky person
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-shirt
Thursday October 18th 4:00 p.m.
UREC
NawJ a F»EE T-Skln vWl u. ■ 75 (™ Squ.nt Downtown not lo Bulk of Aaictfc.
Oirck lu oui al nickoa.i»wclry..om
mi l-.<l»"<>L..om tot ntn mint glvriwiti

TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
1930's An Deio Plalinum 0.40cls Diamond Ring
Old European Cut Diamond Sll-Clarity Hl-Cobr

This Week $850
'All ofourdiamomls aregratled by an on staff CIA Diamond Gradual
Visit us at "5 V Court Sqmm Harrbonbtag or WWW mchoiwjatvlry com

r'wnenlals.toni
540-438-8800

ft
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Madison Manor
■. bedrooms
-2 private baths
-fireplace
-pool & tennis court
-on bus route

Various Houses
■1-7 bedrooms

The Deck House

older homes with

-I & 2 bedroom

many updates

apartments

ALL located within

-water included

2 miles of campus

-short walk to campus

Prices stort at $225 per bedroom. Individual and group leases available.

NOW RENTING FOR THE 2008-2009 SCHOOL YEAR!!
-
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WXJM concert to feature hip-hop artists at TDU show
Swordploy, Astronautalis
travel the distance to rock
out Wednesday night
BY JESS NOVAK

Why should students check out the
second WXJM show of the year?
"Because the first 500 people at my
show will be given a brand new jet ski,
and the next 500 will be given a regrettable tattoo," said rap artist Astronautalis.
Though jet skis and tattoos will not
be part of the free hip-hop show at TDU
on Wed. the Richmond group Swordplay, Florida-based Astronautalis and
the JMU groups MC PresTo and Blatant
Vibe will be there.
JMU's student radio station,
WXJM, chose the hip-hop theme in an

effort to keep shows diverse. The station features loud rock, jazz, Americana, progressive rock, RPM, urban,
free form, world and talk shows and
makes a conscious effort to reach each
of those audiences through its live
shows.
Programming director, Sarah Delia
emphasizes the goal of the station is to
expose students to all kinds of music
throughout the year and appeal to all
audiences.
"I'm really excited we have a hiphop show coming to JMU," Delia said.
"They're all extremely popular here
and I feel there is a strong hip-hop
scene that most students don't know
about."
However, Wednesday night's
hip-hop show will appeal to more
than just hip-hop fans. The members of Blatant Vibe, seniors Aaron
Walker, Julian Astri, Dan Attaway,
Kasey Flanagan and sophomore
Kunal Jhanjee, a.k.a. MC PresTo,

call their music "bluesy, funkadelic, soul hip-hop" and find they are
most often compared to groups like
The Roots. Because of the band's
varied musical background, tastes
and styles, their influences range
from Atmosphere, Wu-Tang, and
Blackalicious to Pink Floyd and
Miles Davis.
Though Blatant Vibe has only been
together for about a semester, several
of the members worked together in
previous bands and Flanagan has been
11 live imiMi.ilK since he was 14 with
varidus solo recordings. Other members are active in other ensembles
including marching, jazz and blues
groups.
Swordplay hails from Richmond
and the name is actually a code name
for band member Isaac Ramsey. Beginning in July 2004 as a three-person group, Swordplay disappeared
around the Bush re-election period
so he could write music reflecting

the current state of the nation and
emerged as a one-man show with the
August 2005 release of the "Tilt" EP.
Since then Swordplay produced the
full-length album Cellars and Allies
in 2007 with Concise Records and
plans on releasing more records, doing more tours and not stopping until
Richmond finds its place on the map
as "a place where quality rap music
comes from," Ramsey said.
But Richmond isn't the only place
quality rap is coming from. Astronautalis is making the trip from Florida
to JMU once again to add to his list
of nearly 200 shows a year, though he
would prefer to break 300.
"I love the road," he said. "I live
on the road. I have the best job in the
world."
Astronautalis is currently working
on five different albums. One of the
five includes a solo record produced
by John Congleton, also known for
working with Explosions in the Sky.

The Paperchase and The Polyphonic
Spree.
When asked why students and
members of the community should attend the show, each group had a unique
answer.
Swordplay is currently tr.ivHing
with "the grandfather of RVA hip-hop
music," Swerve 36 who is also releasing an album with Concise Records
within the month called Thanks but No
Thanks.
"I'm excited about performing with
him and Astronautalis, another sick,
original, creative-minded rapper who
has been doing his thing and working
hard," Ramsey said.
MC PresTo said the show would be
entertaining for other reasons.
"Our drummer doesn't wear a shirt
when he plays," Presto said.
And Astronautalis is still convinced
jet skis and tattoos will draw a crowd.
The show is free and starts at 7 p.m.
in TDU.

Fall fun sn the farm
BY JESSICA LEWIS
c—*ulm*nm

Families visit Lohr's
farm, spending an
afternoon picking thier
own pumpkins
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A pick-your-own-pumpkin
patch is reminiscent of the hours
spent as a kid seeking the perfect
jack-o-lantern. At Lohr's Farm.
JMU students can celebrate a
classic Halloween.
The farm offers a twisting
corn maze and 50 varieties of
pumpkins for customers to cut
right from the vine. The pumpkin patch stretches across seven
acres. The farm expanded over
the past five years 20 more varieties of pumpkins.
"Every year we learn and
try to make it better," said Matt
Lohr, owner of the farm.
Hitting its five-year anniversary, the patch has a family oriented environment, with
children running through the
maze, throwing sandbag games
and playing on the seesaw. Little
red wagons line the path to the
pumpkin patch and parents hold
their children's hands as they
view the small petting zoo. For
some JMU students, the patch
can offer a childhood flashback,
for others an unusual perspective
of a working farm.
The patch itself opens each
year on the second weekend of
September and closes the weekend following Halloween. However, the Lohr family begins
working long before that.
"We started planting the first
of June, and it takes 100 days for
the pumpkins to mature," Lohr

LotVs pumpkin patch attracts families eoch foil looking for pumpkins, hWv gourds ond o fun afternoon spent together

said.
The family's dedication to
this holiday tradition establishes
their strong presence in the community.
The most important part
of Lohr's farm is not necessarily their pumpkins. As an independent farm, Lohr's is a dying
breed in an economy dependent
on large corporate businesses.
Anyone can travel to Wal-Mart
and purchase a pumpkin in those
massive cardboard boxes, but
U)hr's farm offers a communal
experience.
The farm provides field trips
for local schools, hosting 3,000
kindergarteners and preschoolers every year. F.ighty-five percent
of the customers are families, but
other groups have recognized the
value of this independent farm.
With only seven employees, the
patch also caters to church youth
groups and JMU students.
"I was surprised by the variety of pumpkins and activities,"
JMU senior Will Fawley said. "It
was fun."
Each weekend, the farm hosts
extended hours and provides hay
ride the six-acre play land. For
customers older than age 11, the
cost is $6.
As for the pumpkins, the cost
is based on the pumpkin's weight.
The patch itself is pick-your-own.
but pre-cut pumpkins are also
available outside the gate
For hours and directions,
visit the patch Web site at lohrsfarm.com.

'Draw the Curtains' simple yet soulful Bluegrass band performs
Singer comes to the
'burg as part of twomonth promotion tour
BY ANNA YOUNG
senior writer

Nashville native Will Hoge
brings easy-listening, country
twang to The Pub this Wednesday, providing the perfect solution to midterm stress.
Hogt' released his fourth studio album titled Dmw The Curtains on Oct. 9. The alhum is a
soulful collage of 10 songs, rooting itself in rock, soul and country influences.
Hoge, a singer and songwriter, epitomizes a passionate musician who infuses all
his energy into his life's work.
His music has a reputation for
being a pleasant mix between
past and present, with musical
influences like Bruce Springsteen and Hank Williams. His
band's instrumentals mirror
such bands as Bad Company
and Lifehouse.
Throughout Draw the Curtains, Hoge never seems to

glamorize his musical career
and sings with colloquial fervency about money problems
and damaged
relationships
in songs like "When I Can Afford to Loose" and "Silver and
Gold."
A lot of the album s lyrics
seem to lie a passionate conversation between Hoge and a
nameless love interest. "Iliese
Were the Days" is an uplteat song
reminiscing about past experiences with someone 1'
"Sex, Lies and Money"
has new-age j.i// guitar riffs
and a quasi-country rhythm,
while "I'm Sorry Now" is a
soft swooning featuring a solo
acoustic K"'tar and violin accompaniment In "Washed by
the Water," Hoge belts out the,
lyrics above a trilling keyboard
and background vocals appropriate for a southern-Baptist
gospel choir.
Perhaps Hoge vocalizes his
life most affectionately and accurately with The Highw.u |
Home' The chorus sings: "With
a suitcase full of empty dreams/
a guitar with broken strings/ a
busted heart that longs to sing
the Blues A head lull ot Hank
Williams/ I'm sorry honey, but
this highway's home." The song

features country style guitar
twangs and the vocal variety
that country singers often showcase.
Almost every song contains
simple lyrics and siructure.
so if you're into easy-listening
tunes. Draw th>- Curtains is
right for you. The instrumental-- lbo Mem to be elementary
at tunes, with easy one two
drum beats. However simple
the instrumentals and lyrics
may be, he seems to he ringing
from his soul.
Hoge is currently trekking
through the coiintrv on I twomonth tour, playing at nearh
40 venues to promote his neu
album.
HogC is pitying It The Pub
Wed He is headlining the
show, with special guest Alternate Routes The show is fot
people ages 18 and up.
Audiences can agpsd U sjj
ergetic and deep)) expfcssivt
performance this Wednesday.
Oftentimes, Hoge will give an
up-close and personal performance as he sits on a stool, with
10 acoustic guitar in his lap and a
harmonica around his neck. For
a sneak peak of the single "Dirty
Little War," go to Hoge's Web
site, willhoyv.com.

X

at Court Square Theatre
Carrie Hassler and
Hard Rain showcase
their music as part
of weekly concerts
IV LAURA BECKER
(ostrintisg write*
It was a foot stompin . knee
slapping, yee-haw of a time last
Thursday night at Court Square
Theater as opening band Loose
Gravel and national bluegrass
artists Carrie Hassle: and Hard
Rain strytted their stuff on the
stage
'We're just thrilled to be
here, lead singer Carrie Hassler said with a big grin as she
stepped toward the microphone.
Hassler, nicknamed "Diva" by
the band, proceeded to belt out
songs with her powerful voice
Part of the theater's Bluegrass Thursdays program, Carrie Hassler and Hard Rain are
on a national tour promoting

their debut album and their follow-up, which will be released
in 2008.
The opening act was the
band Loose Gravel, which played
bluegrass hits like "Highway 40
Blues" and "Blue Ridge Mountain Home." Fiddler Anthony
Van Pelt, an international performer, brought some audience
members to tears with his song
titled "Shenandoah," which
earned an encore.
"I'm going to learn how to
play the fiddle," junior Rebecca
Popp said after being enthralled
by Van Pelt's performance.
The wife of Dale Wenger,
banjo player for Ixx>se Gravel,
described their music as "progressive or contemporary bluegrass."
"It's not twangy. Bluegrass
has a bad reputation," she ijJd
Junior Jeff Joyce agreed.
Joyce attends bluegrass concerts at home in Roanoke, but
said he had never seen a band
perform in a theater.
"I like being able to get up
and be more a part of [the music), but it was great," he said. "It

was a little less country. [and| a
little more bluegrass."
Hassler's
band
mostly
played songs off their debut album, one of which made it to
number five on the Billboard
Bluegrass Charts. Hassler, a
huge Patsy Cline fan, belted out
Cline's song "If You've Got leaving on Your Mind" and gave a
powerful rendition of "Amazing
Grace," welcoming the audience
to sing along. Hassler and Hard
Rain also received an encore after playing "Going on the Next

Train."
They have so much dynamics in their music - god, they
were good," said Randv Id
wards, a mandolin player from
Port Republic.
Hassler said the Court
Square Theater was a beautiful
location and "one of the best
theaters we've played in."
Check out the band's website, carriehasslerandhardrain.
com, for more information on
their music.
Loose Gravel performs the
second Monday of every month
at Panera from 6:30-8:30 p.m..
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Pick up your Guide to the 'burg October BtW

SISTER ACT

(AI0UN MHS lonnbufc) >tW|H)*i
Performers from the Virginia Repertory Dona Company perform tin linol dome of DonreShare. fiston, in Godnin
Studio Theatre Fridoy nighl.

DON'T LET ILLNESS AFFECT YOUR COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

FLU SHOT
EMERGICARE
755-A Cantrell Ave. [Next to Hardee's]

■^SSSr 540-432friends-

PrOmpt Medical Attention
Minor Injuries + Sprains + X-rays + Mono + Strep Throat
Lacerations + In-House STD Testing
Mon-Fri 9 AM-8 PM + Sat 10 AM-4 PM + Sun 1 PM-6 PM

China
Study Abroad
Summer 2008
Choose from these four programs:
1. Exploring Layers of China (5 weeks)
2. Chinese Culture Studies (7 weeks)
3. Chinese Business Studies Minor (11 weeks)
4. COB300 in China (11 weeks)
Enjoy China's natural beauty and learn about its history,'
culture, geography, economy, and business opportunities!

Application Deadline: November 15th

All Tune And Lube
ALL ^^^^
700 West Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
TUNE
tflES 540-433-1179
Mon. - Fri. 8am - 6pm
LUBE
Sat. 8am - 4pm
JTTST

ffi*K.-5 re. '. W■

Quality Oil Change

$15.90
*Upto5qts
"Replace filter
* Free brake inspection
by request

Maintenance

•New plugs (platinum extra)|the art equipment
I* Labor additional
I' Refill with new trans fluid
j^g ajjdJJjvJJijcjJjji'r^^
■' Free road test by request Z

„„ i, . . _.
BG Coolant Flush I

$79.90

•Flush cooling system
•Replace with new fluid
•Add BG Conditioner to
.ystem

Economy Brake
c-i-i
Special

$79.90

Premium Brake
cSpecial

\

$99.90

| 'Some (oreign cars, trucks | 'Some foreign cars, trucks
(additional
|addmonal
I "Fconomy brake pads
I "Premium brake pads
|' Turning rotors additional | 'Turning rotors additional I

- BG Fuel Induction i
Service

Scheduled •
Maintenance

I

$79.90

*$199.904 cy.

"Cleans fuel injectors, air
system & throttle body
"Improves driveability
I "Includes BG 44K Cleaner

R

|*Includes parts; 6 and 8cyl higher
"Cooling System
i"Maintenance Tune Up
Service; new fluid
I "New PVC filter, air filter, spark plugs'Transmission
llplatinum additional)
System Service

J

DRYFT Motorsports

"Your one stop performance shop"

'ORIS

700 West Market St.
540-433-1179
Custom Wheels
15% off

Transmission Flush

Tune - Up
I
I
4 cyl
$79.90
II*Free* oil$39.90
•Flush system wtih state of
change

▼5L
Next To All Tune And Lube
Custom Built
Exhausts
$300.00

performance work"!
and Dyno Use
20% off

■' 15"-24" sizes
•'Cat-back systems
I "Discount off labor times I
I "Not valid with any other I 'Full header back or turbo | 'Not valid with any other |
jromotion
iback systems additional
| promotion
""www'TOTn IvfotcTsTioTTs com"™
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Women's soccer rises to first place in CAA with pair of victories
BY SAM KIRTLEY
(ontribuHnf writer
James Madison took solo possession of
first place in the Colonial Athletic flaaotla
tion from Virginia Commonwealth Friday
wheii it defeated William and Mary, in a
match of conference rivals. The Dukes improved their record to n-i-i, 4-0-1 in the
conference, with a 1-0 win over the Tribe,
wli< > suffered their first CAA loss.
"It was a key matchup, I think there
is always a strong rivalry between William and Mary and James Madison," head
coach David Lombardo said. "We were
both tied for second place in the nmirrence going into this game, so we felt that
whoever was going to win this game would
get into hopefully the top seed towards the
end of the season."

DAWLONNQUfST/smerp
Freshman forward Cale Tiswiger scored three oools agotnst ODU and bos seven on the season

The game was a defensive battle, as
JMU had only II shots to William and
Mary's six. The only goal of the contest
was scored by sophomore forward Corky

Jtilien with 19 minutes and two seconds
left in the game. The assist went to freshman Cate Tisinger, her eighth of the season. She entered Friday leading the CAA
in that category.
"We took advantage of their little bit
of sloppiness in the
back," senior forward
Annie Lowry said. "It
was just good, hard
defense and then we
just found a way to
put it in."
K mm
Freshman goalie
«
«
Stephanie Poucher, who began the year
as the third-string goalie, was put into the
starting role after the Dukes lost two goalies to torn ACXs for the season. She had
two saves in a shutout performance, her
first start for JMU.
"It was a special moment for her, she
gets not only her first collegiate win but

she gets a shutout against a very* good
team," Lombardo said.
While the game was defense lieavy,
then were missed scoring opportunities
for both teams, .'specially in the first half.
"We talked about it at halftime. coach
really wanted us to work on the diagonal
ball and attacking frum the other side of
the field." Remmes said. "We did that and
w« i \ eutually scored off of it."
Having depth at goalkeeper has
proved to be crucial for JMU, combined
with good team defense and a consistent
ottrnsiu' attack.
"We've just been on a roll all season
long and been riding that," coach Lombardo said. "We're 11-1-1 right now, there's
not too much to be unhappy about."
Madison improved to ia-i-1 with a 48 victory over Old Dominion on Sunday.
The Monarchs defeated Virginia Commonwealth Friday, handing the Rams
their first CAA loss of the season. Their
loss gave JMU possession of first place in

Six straight
wins for JMU,
4-0 in CAA
BY TIM CHAPMAN
sports editor
KINGSTON. R.I. — With only 14 minutes and four seconds
remaining in the game Saturday. JMU found itself ahead by only
three points. For the second straight week, though, the Dukes found
I way to hold on and overcome sloppy play.
Despite allowing ova --matched, one-win Rhode Island to stick
around until the fourth quarter, JMU made amends for its three
fumbles and poor defense with a strong finish to spoil the Rams'
hoine.uminggamebya 44-27 final.
"It was recipe for an upset when you keep going down there and
coming away with threes instead of sevens on the road when you're
superior to a team." JMU coach Mickey Matthews said.
On the opening possession of the game, JMU (6-1 overall, 4-0
in the Colonial Athletic Association) looked primed for an easy outing when junior quarterback Rodney lenders found sophomore
receiver Rockeed McCarter wide open the second p|ay from scrimmage. Md arter. who has struggle! catching the ball in recent weeks,
hauled in the long pass for his first score of the year on the 56-yard
strike.
Just 22 seconds later. URI answered with an opening touchdown
drive of its own. Senior running bark Jerell Jones took an optionpitch on the Rams' first play and found a seam through a porous JMU
defense, taking it 84 yards for the touchdown.
The Rams (1-5, 0-3) couldn't equal the score, though, as their
point-after-attempt failed, forcing them to play catch-up the rest of
the day.
Landers marched the Dukea back down the Held fix then second
•eon in the Bnri tiw minutes freshman running back Scott Noble
capped a nine-play, 64-yard drive with a two-yard touchdown run.
JMU's defense responded on their second possession as senior
safety Nick Adams read the Rams' fourth-and-i conversion all the
wag md stuffed junior quarterback Derek Cassidy's dive attempt in
the backfield.
"We played well in the first half [defensively], made a couple of
mistakes especially on the first pla) the) had coming out. but we
bared down a little bit.* senior safety Tony LeZotte said
Offensive mistakes kept the Dukes from pulling away in the first
halt LMden tumbled as he crossed the goal line on what would
have been a 14-yard rushing touchdown, but the Rams recovered
the ball for a touchback. JMU's dual-threat quarterback fumbled
again in the second half, but denied that the turnovers had am thing

Junior quarterback Rodney landers hands off to freshman running bark Griff Yomey against Rhode Island Yamey led JMU running bodes mfti 12 ronies for 95 yards and a fowhaW

to do with a sore wrist.
"It was just a lack of focus and relaxing before 1 actually broke the
plain in the end zone," Landers said. "In practice I'm just gonna have
to work on keeping it high and tight."
URI didn't capitalize on the turnover and the Dukes scored three
more times before the half, all coming on field goals. Junior Jason
Pritchard hit a booming 50-yard field goal with room to spare, and
classmate Dave Stannard connected on the next two from 25 and 24
yards out to give the Dukes a 23-6 lead. Pritchard's kick tied for fifthlongest in JMU histor\
In need of another store before the end of the halt. Rams'coach
Tfan Mowers looked to his kicking team for a big pin Senior Bryan
Giannecchini lined up for an 18-yard field goal, but sophomore
holder and wide receiver Shawn Leonard kept the snap and ran it in
for the one-yard score.
"I felt like we were having [a] hard time scoring and I'd take as
many chances as possible to give our football team a chance to win
or get in the game." Stowers said.
In the second half JMU struck first with a 9-yard pass from
Landers to sophomore tight end Mike Caus-in. But like in the first
half. Rhode Island responded on the next drive, this time with a 24yard touchdown run by Jones, his .second of the game
Stowers railed tor another trick play following the score, with a
surprise onside kick. Giannecchini lightly kicked the ball the necessary ten yards straight down the field and dove on it himself, as JMU
was slow to react.

They faked everything you could fake." Matthews said. "We
called everyone of them from our sideline. None of their fakes fooled
us, they were just well executed by them."
Two possessions later. Cassidy found junior Jimmy Hughes for
an 11-yard touchdown following Landers' second lost fumble of the
game, cutting the Dukes lead to 30-27.
Landers would account for more than half of the Dukes' 598 total
yards and rebound from the mistake by leading the Dukes on two
more scoring drives to pull away and finish out the game
Redshirt freshman Marcus Turner was on the receiving end of
Landers' third passing touchdown and redshirt freshman running
back Griff Yancey would atone for a third quarter fumble with a
i-yard rushing touchdown to gi\e JMU its fourth game with 40 or
more points
Yancey finished with 100 yards on 12 carries, and senior tailback
Antoinne Bolton chipped in 71 yards on just men rushes, lenders
led all rushers though with 160 yards on 26 carries, to go along with
252 yards and three touchdowns through the air
"We were very, very concerned about Landers and the great athlete
he is and worries Came to fruition." Stowers said. "He's an outstanding
player and really made some ke> plays foi (heir football team."
The Dukes have next Saturday off for Hall Break, but return
home Oct. 27 fur a Homecoming match-up against CAA and in-state
rival Richmond. The UR Spiders (4-3 overall, 2 1 in the conference)
defeated JMU two years ago at Bridgeforth Stadium in JMU's 2005
Homecoming game. 18-15.

Drastically different in 07-08
BY WH SHAW
stoff writer
last year, Madison reached the NCAA
tournament for the first luneincoach Kenny
Brooke1 live vears. 'Hie Dukes went 25-4 in
the regular season. l6-fl in the Colonial
Athletic Association, and u 1 in the CAA
tournament, losing in the cnampfloitthfa)
match to ODU. Pourofl its plawrs averaged
double-digit points, including CAA plawr ol
the year. Meredith Alexis.
Tliis season, only one statin returns
from the successful 2006-07 squad, hour
true freshmen. tWO redshirt livshnieii and
tWO transfers .ire on Coach Kenny Brooks'
roster this season.
"At thus time last war they could have run
the practice themselves, the\ were MI experi

awinmWvWfifcoii|ripiiB

enced." Bnx>kssald. This year we've got a lot
of new faces and people looking at DM like.
'Okay, what are you talking about?
The biggest loss suffered was the
departure of Alexis, who graduated last
year. She is currently JMU's all-time lead
ing scorer, and was recognized last yeai
as JMU's female athlete of the year, CAA
player of the year, while also receiving an
All-American honor.

Senior quart) Jasmin Lawrence (left) defends senior guard lamera Young (right)
as (oath Kenny Brooks watches one of (Mil's first practices of the season

1-isl v
senior averaged 1H.6
points and 11.6 relioiinds per game, while

shooting 53 percent from the field. These
would be difficult numbers for any team
to replace let alone a team that lost three
other starters.
"Meredith was a big part of our team
ami what we did last war." senior Tamera
Young said. "We are all going to have to
come together. We lost four starters, so
it's going to be everybody putting in their
pail and everybody having to do something
together.
Young will be the leader for the inexperienced team as the only returning
starter. She earned first team All-CAA
honors last war, awraging 16.5 points and
8.0 rebounds a game. In Alexis's absence.
Young figures to draw most of the atten
tion from opposing defenses.
Tamera Young is probably one of, if
not tin- must talented player in the CAA."
Brook;: said
Young will need to prove her coach right
for the Dukes to have a successful season
Her leadership will be needed both off and
on the court.
"last year I led more by example, nisi
by working hard," Young said. This year I
haw to be a leader vocally, because I am the
only returning starter and I'm a senior. We
have 1 lot of newcomers, so it's Important to
help them learn our system and wen talk
ing to them, letting them know how coach

Brooks wants it done."
A tough schedule will make repeating last war's success , wn more difficult.
Madison tares George Washington, a team
it suffered its first lost to last war. five
games into the season
Working in Madison s favOf against the
Colonials will l>c the 26-gatne home winning streak the Dukes have entering the
season. Dating back to the '05-'06 season
JMU has not lost a match at home, the longest such stirak 111 the country.
Still, Madison's schedule will test it
throughout the year. Oames at rivals ODU
and VCU kite in the season will be important
in oonfcranoi matches.
"(Our schedule) gives us an opportunity
to |0 out and better oursehes. Brooks said
"It is definitely challenging. I think it's one
that is going to prepare us well for the CAA
championships The CAA is going to be a
very challenRing conference this year."
'flic Dukes enter the season with CAAlille aspirations, despite the obvious challenges they face. Madison plays its first
regular-season game at home November 10
against Harvard.
I know there are a lot ot doubters, or
people who sa> we lost a lot." Brooks said.
"But we want to focus on what we have coining back. And what we have is a wry good
basketball team.'
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► Amy's no ugly betty.'
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(For Rentj
L«r*je one b«droom apartment.
Good location, washer/dryer, dishwasher. AC. no pets, available
immediately (540(433-1569
RoomrmMM WanUd lm moving
10 DC/NOVA tins Docember looking (or 2-3 roommates to share a
house or apt with caU me il you're
interested1 (301) 524-1715
FEMALE SUBLET NEEDE0 lor 3rd
floor Commons apartment Available
mid Dec 07 through Aug "08. $389
includes ALL utiimes (540| 4603426

[For Sale]
The Puppy Pocket is a new design
to help keep our Irtlle lap companions warm and cozy A fleece pocket
with a fleece blanket attached
Fun Clothe*! Great Stutfi We're
near you1 TRIED S TRUE. 600B University Blvd (540) 442-7250
(540) 442-7250

[Help Wanted
Heeponelve Management (www
responsivemanagement com), a
wildlife/ natural resource research
firm is hiring polite, professional
reliable telephone interviewers (NO
SALES) Part-time evening hours;
Sunday-Saturday, schedule varies based on project. Apply al 130
Franklin Street (540) 432-1888
(540)432-188

Do You Lova Jewelry? Want to
earn extra money'' ■ Become an
Advisor OR Host a Party and earn
FREE jewelry Contact Manah
Johnson- Independent Advisor
manahjohnson@mac.com or www
liasophia conVmanahjohnson

vwvw.thebreeze.o

( Travel j

IB

Wednesday

Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips. Earn
Cash and Go Free Call for group
discounts Best deals guaranteed'
Info/ Reservations 800-648-4849
www ststiavel com

"Incorporating a "Variety of therapies 4V Techniques
'fast, tffective Tain 'Resolution

1

■••» (Mtp * kn

[BARTENDING!
$250/
Day
Potential No Experience Necessary
Training Available (800(965-6520
XT212
Waitress Needed: Apply in person
at Jess's Lunch downtown after 5
pm

"www.lhebreeze.org lor
info on Celebration Ads*

Best Kept Secret in Harrisonburg!
Off 33, just past Golden Corral

'Covered by Most Insurance flans

Hdrrisonburg

m

540-434-9888

Staunton

goldcrownpcol.com

(540)442-8588 ™"*** (540)885^57

'^ilt'iti rt'y.

Mention this Ad any other Day and Get 1 Hour FREE!

I

1

1

shieurs.com |
16.// IO

Happy late
Birthday
Tim!'

OpenMic ^

"treatment oj Sad, tied, Hutch and Joint fain
'Specializing in Chronic and "Difficult Cases

(Ml Bpftaf Break!
4 A 7 night trips Low prices guaranty d Oroupdisamnli for 8» Book 20|
people, get * AM inpV ( imptis reps
needed
»ww SiudcnK'it> com or
800-293-1445

Wake «n Bake
spring Break 'OS

J

\WsU#« In Spats Medm
Diptamate. Airmen Aoflemv d ?m Sli^i
Qwpndicnniaai

SKYOIVEI One Day Fust Jump
Irom 13.500' GIFT CERTIFICATES1
Complete information is on www shydiveorange com (540) 943-6587

• l-lir.ll. ■
SMIBH ••*••*■
a Trarval Fr*<at

Come Break Our Balls!

'Dr.^viiW'titson
Fm&hjuryCkic

iBtn to bartend |0b placement pay
ment plans pggersbartendingschool
•hoonen com (540| 671-1202

DELIVERY DRIVERS

without the germs.
Some viruses and
bacteria can live 2
hours or longer on
surfaces such as
tables, doorknobs.
keyboards and
workout equipment.

FALL'07 - Justin Case

MAKE $10-$20 PER HOUR
We are holdinj ipen interviews from 2-5Pm
Monday-Friday, or call 54I.43Z.11I0.

WIPE DOWN
VQiip MRFC
.!„. Iir,. .,-„„.

13MHILLSIIEIVE.-S40.432.1IOg

EQUIPMENT.

,.''www.jmu.eclu/heah1

Commonwealth One Federal Credit Union

Join Us for a Treat at Our
alloween Celebration at the Commons
on Wednesday, October 17th!
^

FREE Giveaways

Popcorn

and tons of FUN!

PLUS, open a new VISA* Credit Card
and be entered for a chance to win a
$300 VISA* Gift Card!*
Be omnuiWralrhChr

Gibbons Hall 15
540/438-0977 • 800/424-3334 • www.cofcu.Ofg

■NOPUKHAy K»ClSSAi(Y lnlrjum-wtK**
l*-(tonlh*(l*Yoltr*m»f" *—■

Do you love JMU?
Want to go back to your high
school and talk about JMU?

MADISON
why wait?
Join Madison P.R.I.D.E.!!
Training:
Oct. 1 6th @ 8pm Taylor 404
Oct. 17th @ 8pm in Taylor 405
Visit www.madison-pride.com

Pick up your
copy of the

Guide to
the 'burg
October 25th!
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Sudoku

SENIORS, DID YOU KNOW YOU ONLY HAVE ...

200 DAYS UNTIL
GRADUATION!?

8 4

3
1 3
4

Don't miss your chance to celebrate!

4
7

200 Days
October 16
200 Tuesday Senior Class Centennial Countdown Celebration
7pm-2am, The Pub
Join the tun with karaoke and senior class t shirts
Sponsored by Senior Class Council

9

150 Days
100 Days ,

8

a22b

50 Days

2

5
2 9

7

Music Mania
P?l
Hosted by the Madison Student Giving Campaign
February 16
100 Days till Graduation Celebration
Hall of Fame Room. Convocation Center
Hosted by the Graduate Duke Club and
Student Duke Club

3
6
1
5

December 5, Look for information on events coming soon.
January 24

8
7

3 5

Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the threo-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: * * # -#- ft

March 14, Look for information on events coming soon.
O 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman

brainfreezepuzzles.com

Senior Week
April 21 -25
Mark your calendars and plan to take advantage of your
ftnal days at JMU with this week of events!
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
-.^B
888.JMU.ALUM
MADISON 540 568 6234
AIUMNI ASSOCIATION jmu.edu/alumni

Results of Online Poll:
Do you think the JMU football team will make it to the playoffs this year?
Absolutely: 130
I hope so: 44
It's not looking good: 2
Not a chance: 11
Total: 192

Next Poll Question: What are your plans for Fall Break?
Vote online at ffiebreeze.org
^—^
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Visit This Award-Winning Com
-eatured in the Parade of Homes

W Best
Rnct Ti
Interior,

Best Exterior, Best Overall - Division 1

Willow Ridge, Harrisonburg's award-winning community introduces

Brand New Single Family Homes and Villas
Developed with city conveniences & suburban serenity
in mind for
JMU faculty & staff!
The Summit at Willow Ridge

• open floor plans • great rooms • spacious kitchens
• three or four bedroom floor plans with luxurious master suites
• beautiful landscaping tailored for each lot setting
• covered front porches • two-car garages
• some with walk-out basements

itJfxi*
Mar

The James at Willow Ridge (left)
The MtdiSOT at Willow Kidge (right)

Parade of Hom#»

shed Models Open W-F, 12-6 PM • Sat and Sun 12001 Willow Hill Drive • Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-434-2436
Distinctive Living by Pheasant Run, LLC

Member - Shenandoah Valley Builders Association
Member - National Home Builders Association

J^.

